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Manufacturer’s puzzle

Today’s manufacturers face 
significant challenges :-

Rising material and energy costs, 
Decreasing customer price expectations, 
Intense global competition, 
Piracy of intellectual property, 
Shorter product life cycles and 
Tightening regulatory norms. 

Innovative high value products are a 
hallmark of the companies who succeed in 
this environment. But great products often 
aren’t enough. Manufacturing these products 
in a customer responsive & lean operation 
environment is another essential piece of the 
puzzle. 



Manufacturer’s Focus

Modern businesses and plants are 
driven by:

A. Increased profitability
B. Increased productivity
C. Increased Quality

To achieve this, managers look for new 
techniques and upgraded technologies 
to:
Enhance Plant Processes.
Reduce Installation and Maintenance 
time & cost.
Optimize plant operations
To reduce wasteful and redundant 
steps.
More reliable, energy efficient and 
environment friendly equipment.
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Manufacturer’s Focus

Optimal and precise procedures, to 
continuously support  work process.

Effective maintenance management 
system.

System which can lead to:-
Zero Accident,
Zero Defect and 
Zero Breakdown

In order to achieve these objectives, 
it is imperative for an organization to 
have the right automation system in 
place.



Strategy to Success

Plants often evolve through new 
technologies addition of new equipment 
and revamping of old ones. It is important 
that new equipment and technologies fit 
in seamlessly into the previously installed 
equipment and system.

Increasing the level of automation 
reduces dependence on manual 
procedures and inadvertent mistakes. 
Operational accuracy and repeatability are 
important to plants to be predictable and 
reliable. Increasing automation can 
substantially reduce maintenance costs 
and improve product quality. Human 
efforts thus saved, can then be directed to 
generate innovative ideas for reducing 
cycle times and cutting down process loss 
at every steps.
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Strategy to Success

We have to consider right automation system that 
meets not only our current needs but more 
importantly the needs of future operations. 

It has become more important than ever before for 
manufacturers to be flexible, innovative and efficient 
keeping their focus on:-
Improvement of OEE (Overall Equipment 
Efficiency),
Reduction in development cycles,
Reduction in process time
Reduction in inventory.
Efficient asset management and optimization system.
Optimizing the life cycle of plant and equipment.
Improving total plant availability.
There is a great need to integrate business process, 
equipment and people  across the supply chain 
including customers.



1. The need of the hour is  new system 
interfaces for every information 
access.

2. Comprehensive solution is required 
for all possible industrial activities 
from plant design to maintenance and 
from order processing to delivery.

3. Industry, therefore need a reliable 
and robust control system with user 
friendly graphics. Which must 
adequately address the following
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Automation Specific

Single window interface for HMI and 
plant wide SCADA

An open architecture system.

Tight integration between the 
production system and ERP System.

The facility to remotely administer 
multiple system through a single 
management interface.

On line training of operation personnel 
through continuously and automatically  
updated process modules based on past 
& current performance.
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On line fault diagnosis and assistance of 
vendor experts. 
The HMI should be capable of executing 
multifarious functions like storage and 
easy retrievability of historical data / 
trends of various operational parameters , 
retrieval of of past breakdown history for a 
particular equipment

Automation System should be able to 
connect with INTERNET to get 
information and current data of equipment 
and/ or process of similar best in the 
industry for benchmarking and depict 
potential for improvement. 
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Safety & Environment

Safety
It is important to develop reliable and fail safe hardware 
with  a high degree of safety for operators and 
maintenance personnel working with potentially 
dangerous equipment. Although safety is strongly linked 
to organizational culture and discipline , installation of 
safety certified hardware and software greatly mitigate 
the risks

Environment
Improved Environment performance is social obligation 
and a legal binding. Automation of pollution control 
equipment and other/environmental protection efforts   
can help realize this goal. 
Installation of  On line monitoring systems for air 
emissions,water discharges, land contamination is a 
must. This we need to be supported by automatic system. 
Data collection & analysis to generate alarm/ initiate 
corrective action to keep the environment level within  
permissible limits.



TPM & Automation

In the present steel scenario it goes without saying 
that the  MANTRA for improving the profitability 
is continuous reduction in the cost per tonne of 
steel. We have adopted the TPM route for 
achieving this objective. It will not be out of 
context to mention here that we are the first steel 
plant to obtain the TPM certification from JIPM.  
Kobestu Kaizen, one of the apex pillars of  TPM 
talks of maximizing profits through continuous 
elimination of losses ,thereby maximizing the OEE 
(Overall Equipment Efficiency)
This can be achieved only by increasing the plant 
availability , performance efficiency and  quality 
index. The elimination or continuous reduction of 
losses plays a major role in improving the OEE of 
any plant and significant reduction of these losses 
can take place only when you have a proper 
automation strategy and systems in place. 
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TPM & Automation

Typical Losses for  a process industry 
are:
Failure Losses
Set Up / Adjustment Losses
Start Up Losses
Minor Stoppages / Idling Losses
Speed Losses
Defect / Rework Losses
Shut Down  Losses
Management Losses
Line organisation losses:- Losses 
Resulting From Lack Of Automated 
Systems
Yield Losses
Energy Losses
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TPM & Automation
In order to address and attack on all above known 

and unknown losses we need to have:

A strong automation system to identify the losses.

Continuous improvements through PDCA cycle.  A strong 
data base, continuous collection of performance DATA and 
Trend Analysis is a must to support effort for continuous 
improvements. 

Integration of TPM, QMS(ISO-9000) and EMS (ISO-14000) 
activities is necessary. This is essential to address losses. 
This can be achieved only through a well designed DATA 
generation system.

Automation can greatly help to create a base for Condition 
Based Maintenance (CBM) Systems. Shifting from 
conventional TBM to CBM is a continuos process in order 
to optimize productivity, Reduce cost, reduce shutdown time 
and decrease the frequency of plant downtimes.



Benifits
In our steel division at Jamshedpur, the steel melting shop and 
the wire rod mill have undergone various stages of 
modernization. With each and every modernization program 
our plant has undergone a sea change in terms of automation 
infrastructure. 
After the last modernization of Wire Rod Mill in 1994:

Mill availability has undergone a quantum leap from a 
level of 65% to 85%,
The yield which was earlier hovering around 95% has 
gone up to a level of 97%, and
The quality rejection figures have also gone down 
drastically. 

Similarly in the steel melting shop, apart from an encouraging  
increase in volume , we have been able to migrate  to an 
enriched product mix along with a phenomenal enhancement 
in the quality parameters primarily an account of introduction 
of state of the art automation systems

TPM & Automation
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More benefits are possible by better Data Collection and Improved Analytical Tools

Before and After 
Modernization



Our perspectives and Concerns
Are our  platforms changing too fast ?
Stability of Automation Product and their 
Functions is very important.
Fast Changing platforms induce 
- Problem with availability of Trained 
Personnel
- Logistical problems (Spares etc.)
- Increased Costs on Industry for upgrades
- Unnecessary changes to adapt to a new 
concept/system.
- It is very important to weigh the benefits of 
change to the industry when a new product/ 
technology is launched
- Toolkits are good but the Industry needs 
SOLUTIONS



Our perspectives and Concerns

Last but not the least , I would 
request all automation 
suppliers to look into the 
spiraling costs. Though it is a 
well accepted fact that shifting 
from a man intensive process 
to an automated process 
eliminates several problems , 
the investment cost should 
justify the returns. I am sure 
you can look into this aspect 
and provide reliable 
automation solutions at 
optimized cost
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Wire rod Mill
Performance
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